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Broad, up-to-date coverage of advanced vibration analysis by the market-leading
author Successful vibration analysis of continuous structural elements and
systems requires a knowledge of material mechanics, structural mechanics,
ordinary and partial differential equations, matrix methods, variational calculus,
and integral equations. Fortunately, leading author Singiresu Rao has created
Vibration of Continuous Systems, a new book that provides engineers,
researchers, and students with everything they need to know about analytical
methods of vibration analysis of continuous structural systems. Featuring
coverage of strings, bars, shafts, beams, circular rings and curved beams,
membranes, plates, and shells-as well as an introduction to the propagation of
elastic waves in structures and solid bodies-Vibration of Continuous Systems
presents: * Methodical and comprehensive coverage of the vibration of different
types of structural elements * The exact analytical and approximate analytical
methods of analysis * Fundamental concepts in a straightforward manner,
complete with illustrative examples With chapters that are independent and selfcontained, Vibration of Continuous Systems is the perfect book that works as a
one-semester course, self-study tool, and convenient reference.
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Vibration Analysis with SOLIDWORKS Simulation 2018 goes beyond the
standard software manual. It concurrently introduces the reader to vibration
analysis and its implementation in SOLIDWORKS Simulation using hands-on
exercises. A number of projects are presented to illustrate vibration analysis and
related topics. Each chapter is designed to build on the skills and understanding
gained from previous exercises. Vibration Analysis with SOLIDWORKS
Simulation 2018 is designed for users who are already familiar with the basics of
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) using SOLIDWORKS Simulation or who have
completed the book Engineering Analysis with SOLIDWORKS Simulation 2018.
Vibration Analysis with SOLIDWORKS Simulation 2018 builds on these topics in
the area of vibration analysis. Some understanding of structural analysis and
solid mechanics is recommended.
Illustrates theories and associated mathematical expressions with numerical
examples using various methods, leading to exact solutions, more accurate
results, and more computationally efficient techniques This book presents the
derivations of the equations of motion for all structure foundations using either
the continuous model or the discrete model. This mathematical display is a
strong feature of the book as it helps to explain in full detail how calculations are
reached and interpreted. In addition to the simple 'uniform' and 'straight' beams,
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the book introduces solution techniques for the complicated ‘non uniform’
beams (including linear or non-linear tapered beams), and curved beams. Most
of the beams are analyzed by taking account of the effects of shear deformation
and rotary inertia of the beams themselves as well as the eccentricities and mass
moments of inertia of the attachments. Demonstrates approaches which
dramatically cut CPU times to a fraction of conventional FEM Presents "mode
shapes" in addition to natural frequencies, which are critical for designers Gives
detailed derivations for continuous and discrete model equations of motions
Summarizes the analytical and numerical methods for the natural frequencies,
mode shapes, and time histories of straight structures rods shafts Euler beams
strings Timoshenko beams membranes/thin plates Conical rods and shafts
Tapered beams Curved beams Has applications for students taking courses
including vibration mechanics, dynamics of structures, and finite element
analyses of structures, the transfer matrix method, and Jacobi method This book
is ideal for graduate students in mechanical, civil, marine, aeronautical
engineering courses as well as advanced undergraduates with a background in
General Physics, Calculus, and Mechanics of Material. The book is also a handy
reference for researchers and professional engineers.
First time paperback of successful mechanical engineering book suitable as a
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textbook for graduate students in mechanical engineering.
This is an introduction to the mathematical basis of finite element analysis as
applied to vibrating systems. Finite element analysis is a technique that is very
important in modeling the response of structures to dynamic loads. Although this
book assumes no previous knowledge of finite element methods, those who do
have knowledge will still find the book to be useful. It can be utilised by
aeronautical, civil, mechanical, and structural engineers as well as naval
architects. This second edition includes information on the many developments
that have taken place over the last twenty years. Existing chapters have been
expanded where necessary, and three new chapters have been included that
discuss the vibration of shells and multi-layered elements and provide an
introduction to the hierarchical finite element method.
Vibration and vibration control of structures play a vital research role in
mechanical, aerospace, and civil engineering, as well as many industrial and
defense-related applications. This volume presents state-of-the-art technology in
the area of vibration damping of discrete and continuous structural systems.
Constantly increasing attention is paid in the course 'Vibration 'Theory' to
vibration of mechanical systems with distributed parameters, since the real
elements of machines, devices, and constructions are made of materials that are
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not perfectly rigid. 'Therefore, vibrations of the objects including, for ex ample, rod
elastic elements excite the vibrations of these elements, which can produce a
substantial effect on dynamic characteristics of moving objects and on readings
of instruments. For a mechanical engineer working in the field of design of new
technolo gies the principal thing is his know-how in developing the sophisticated
math ematical models in which all specific features of operation of the objects
under design in real conditions are meticulously taken into account. So, the main
emphasis in this book is made on the methods of derivation of equations and on
the algorithms of solving them (exactly or approximately) taking into con
sideration all features of actual behavior of the forces acting upon elastic rod
elements. 'The eigen value and eigen vector problems are considered at
vibrations of curvilinear rods (including the rods with concentrated masses). Also
consid ered are the problems with forced vibrations. When investigating into
these problems an approximate method of numerical solution of the systems of
lin ear differential equations in partial derivatives is described, which uses the
principle of virtual displacements. Some problems are more complicated than
others and can be used for practical works of students and their graduation
theses.
The aim of the present book is to address practical aspects of nonlinear vibration
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analysis. It presents cases rarely discussed in the existing literature on vibration such as rotor dynamics, and torsional vibration of engines - which are problems
of considerable interest for engineering researchers and practical engineers. The
book can be used not only as a reference but also as material for graduate
students at Engineering departments, as it contains problems and solutions for
each chapter.
Elements of Vibration AnalysisMcGraw-Hill Science, Engineering &
MathematicsIntroduction to Finite Element Vibration AnalysisCambridge
University Press
Mechanical Vibrations and Condition Monitoring presents a collection of data and
insights on the study of mechanical vibrations for the predictive maintenance of
machinery. Seven chapters cover the foundations of mechanical vibrations,
spectrum analysis, instruments, causes and effects of vibration, alignment and
balancing methods, practical cases, and guidelines for the implementation of a
predictive maintenance program. Readers will be able to use the book to make
predictive maintenance decisions based on vibration analysis. This title will be
useful to senior engineers and technicians looking for practical solutions to
predictive maintenance problems. However, the book will also be useful to
technicians looking to ground maintenance observations and decisions in the
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vibratory behavior of machine components. Presents data and insights into
mechanical vibrations in condition monitoring and the predictive maintenance of
industrial machinery Defines the key concepts related to mechanical vibration
and its application for predicting mechanical failure Describes the dynamic
behavior of most important mechanical components found in industrial machinery
Explains fundamental concepts such as signal analysis and the Fourier transform
necessary to understand mechanical vibration Provides analysis of most sources
of failure in mechanical systems, affording an introduction to more complex signal
analysis
This textbook is the student edition of the work on vibrations, dynamics and
structural systems. There are exercises included at the end of each chapter.
Many structures suffer from unwanted vibrations and, although careful analysis at
the design stage can minimise these, the vibration levels of many structures are
excessive. In this book the entire range of methods of control, both by damping
and by excitation, is described in a single volume. Clear and concise descriptions
are given of the techniques for mathematically modelling real structures so that
the equations which describe the motion of such structures can be derived. This
approach leads to a comprehensive discussion of the analysis of typical models
of vibrating structures excited by a range of periodic and random inputs. Careful
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consideration is also given to the sources of excitation, both internal and external,
and the effects of isolation and transmissability. A major part of the book is
devoted to damping of structures and many sources of damping are considered,
as are the ways of changing damping using both active and passive methods.
The numerous worked examples liberally distributed throughout the text, amplify
and clarify the theoretical analysis presented. Particular attention is paid to the
meaning and interpretation of results, further enhancing the scope and
applications of analysis. Over 80 problems are included with answers and worked
solutions to most. This book provides engineering students, designers and
professional engineers with a detailed insight into the principles involved in the
analysis and damping of structural vibration while presenting a sound theoretical
basis for further study. Suitable for students of engineering to first degree level
and for designers and practising engineers Numerous worked examples Clear
and easy to follow
This is an entry level textbook To The subject of vibration of linear mechanical
systems. All the topics prescribed by leading universities for study in
undergraduate engineering courses are covered in the book in a graded manner.
With minimum amount of mathematics, which is essential to Understand The
subject, theoretical aspects are described in each chapter. The theory is
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illustrated by several worked examples, which features will be found attractive by
teachers and students alike. After a brief introduction to Fourier series in the first
chapter, free and forced vibration of single degree-of-freedom systems with and
without damping is developed in the next four chapters. Two degree-of-freedom
systems including vibration absorbers are studied in chapter six. The seventh
chapter generalises the previous results to multiple degree-of-freedom systems.
Examples are wokred out in details to illustrate the orthogonality of mode shapes,
The normal mode method And The method of matrix iteration. Analysis of
continuous systems such as shafts, bars and beams is presented in chapter
eight. Transformations to handle general time dependent boundary condition
problems are described with examples. Torsional vibration of geared systems,
shaft whirling and critical speeds are discussed in chapter nine. The numerical
methods of Stodola and Holzer for finding critical speeds are described with
examples. The tenth chapter is devoted to understand approximate methods for
finding natural frequencies and mode shapes. Rayleigh's quotient, Dunkerley's
approximation are described followed by Rayleigh-Ritz and Galerkin's methods.
The book ends with a short appendix to indicate how elementary result derived in
chapter four on support excitation of damped springmass systems are useful in
measurement of vibration.
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Delineating a comprehensive theory, Advanced Vibration Analysis provides the
bedrock for building a general mathematical framework for the analysis of a
model of a physical system undergoing vibration. The book illustrates how the
physics of a problem is used to develop a more specific framework for the
analysis of that problem. The author elucidates a general theory applicable to
both discrete and continuous systems and includes proofs of important results,
especially proofs that are themselves instructive for a thorough understanding of
the result. The book begins with a discussion of the physics of dynamic systems
comprised of particles, rigid bodies, and deformable bodies and the physics and
mathematics for the analysis of a system with a single-degree-of-freedom. It
develops mathematical models using energy methods and presents the
mathematical foundation for the framework. The author illustrates the
development and analysis of linear operators used in various problems and the
formulation of the differential equations governing the response of a conservative
linear system in terms of self-adjoint linear operators, the inertia operator, and the
stiffness operator. The author focuses on the free response of linear conservative
systems and the free response of non-self-adjoint systems. He explores three
method for determining the forced response and approximate methods of
solution for continuous systems. The use of the mathematical foundation and the
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application of the physics to build a framework for the modeling and development
of the response is emphasized throughout the book. The presence of the
framework becomes more important as the complexity of the system increases.
The text builds the foundation, formalizes it, and uses it in a consistent fashion
including application to contemporary research using linear vibrations.
Why Vibration Elements? No matter how smart IIoT and predictive analytics gets
¿ no matter how good the tier 1 hand-held instruments get ¿ people can benefit
from the logic and thought process behind the physics of vibration analysis and
what conditions the technology can determine and detect.The Vibration Elements
were created to provide both beginners and experienced analysts a logical, visual
mapping system to understand vibration analysis as "systems thinking."
Discusses in a concise but through manner fundamental statement of the theory,
principles and methods of mechanical vibrations.
A revised and up-to-date guide to advanced vibration analysis written by a noted
expert The revised and updated second edition of Vibration of Continuous
Systems offers a guide to all aspects of vibration of continuous systems
including: derivation of equations of motion, exact and approximate solutions and
computational aspects. The author—a noted expert in the field—reviews all
possible types of continuous structural members and systems including strings,
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shafts, beams, membranes, plates, shells, three-dimensional bodies, and
composite structural members. Designed to be a useful aid in the understanding
of the vibration of continuous systems, the book contains exact analytical
solutions, approximate analytical solutions, and numerical solutions. All the
methods are presented in clear and simple terms and the second edition offers a
more detailed explanation of the fundamentals and basic concepts. Vibration of
Continuous Systems revised second edition: Contains new chapters on Vibration
of three-dimensional solid bodies; Vibration of composite structures; and
Numerical solution using the finite element method Reviews the fundamental
concepts in clear and concise language Includes newly formatted content that is
streamlined for effectiveness Offers many new illustrative examples and
problems Presents answers to selected problems Written for professors, students
of mechanics of vibration courses, and researchers, the revised second edition of
Vibration of Continuous Systems offers an authoritative guide filled with
illustrative examples of the theory, computational details, and applications of
vibration of continuous systems.
This book presents the papers from the 10th International Conference on
Vibrations in Rotating Machinery. This conference, first held in 1976, has defined
and redefined the state-of-the-art in the many aspects of vibration encountered in
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rotating machinery. Distinguished by an excellent mix of industrial and academic
participation achieved, these papers present the latest methods of theoretical,
experimental and computational rotordynamics, alongside the current issues of
concern in the further development of rotating machines. Topics are aimed at
propelling forward the standards of excellence in the design and operation of
rotating machines. Presents latest methods of theoretical, experimental and
computational rotordynamics Covers current issues of concern in the further
development of rotating machines
Matrix Computer Methods of Vibration Analysis is an eight-chapter introductory
text to a particular technique that combines vibration analysis, matrix algebra,
and computational methods. This book is emerged from a series of lectures
presented at the North-East London Polytechnic. Chapters 1 and 2 introduce the
basic concepts of matrix algebra, followed by a discussion on the facilities and
methods of use of the computer in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 deals with the synthesis
and manipulation of the system matrix for a vibrating system consisting of a
number of lumped parameters, each of these being either a point mass or a
massless spring. Chapter 5 describes the concept of separate matrices for the
stiffnesses and masses of beams or shafts, while Chapter 6 evaluate the
systems subjected to forced vibration due to varying frequencies of excitation and
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damping. Chapters 7 considers the different types of element that can be
encountered in the analysis of a shaft or beam for natural frequencies, with an
emphasis on the algorithm for dealing with massless shaft elements and point
masses. Chapter 8 covers the analysis and computational requirements of
torsional vibration. This work is an invaluable source for mathematicians and
computer programmers and researchers.
Fundamentals of Vibrations provides a comprehensive coverage of mechanical
vibrations theory and applications. Suitable as a textbook for courses ranging
from introductory to graduate level, it can also serve as a reference for practicing
engineers. Written by a leading authority in the field, this volume features a clear
and precise presentation of the material and is supported by an abundance of
physical explanations, many worked-out examples, and numerous homework
problems. The modern approach to vibrations emphasizes analytical and
computational solutions that are enhanced by the use of MATLAB. The text
covers single-degree-of-freedom systems, two-degree-of-freedom systems,
elements of analytical dynamics, multi-degree-of-freedom systems, exact
methods for distributed-parameter systems, approximate methods for distributedparameter systems, including the finite element method, nonlinear oscillations,
and random vibrations. Three appendices provide pertinent material from Fourier
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series, Laplace transformation, and linear algebra.
This dissertation, "Three-dimensional Vibration Analysis of Structural Elements
Using Chebyshev-Ritz Method" by Ding, Zhou, ??, was obtained from The
University of Hong Kong (Pokfulam, Hong Kong) and is being sold pursuant to
Creative Commons: Attribution 3.0 Hong Kong License. The content of this
dissertation has not been altered in any way. We have altered the formatting in
order to facilitate the ease of printing and reading of the dissertation. All rights not
granted by the above license are retained by the author. Abstract: Abstract of
thesis entitled "Three-dimensional Vibration Analysis of Structural Elements
Using Chebyshev-Ritz Method" Submitted by ZHOU Ding for the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy at The University of Hong Kong in May 2003 The threedimensional (3-D) free vibration of structural components with common shapes is
analyzed based on the theory of small strain linear elasticity. The Ritz method is
applied to derive the eigenfrequency equation. For each displacement
component, the kinematically admissible functions are taken as the product of the
Chebyshev polynomial series and a boundary characteristic function. The
Chebyshev polynomial series forms the main part of the admissible functions
while the boundary characteristic function ensures the satisfaction of the
geometric boundary conditions. Such a method is called the Chebyshev-Ritz
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method. The excellent properties of the Chebyshev polynomials in numerical
analysis and functional approximation guarantee high accuracy, rapid
convergence and numerical robustness. In the analysis, four approaches to the
construction of the admissible functions were explored. The Direct-A approach
was applied to structures with regular shapes and simple boundary conditions.
The Direct-B approach was applied to structures with convex shapes and simple
boundary conditions. The Mapping approach, which used the coordinate
mapping method, was applied to structures with convex shapes and simple
boundary conditions. The R-function approach, the most general method, is
suitable for structures with arbitrary shapes and any boundary conditions, and
was applied to structures with complex boundary conditions. iThese approaches,
if coupled with a suitable coordinate system to describe displacements, stresses
and strains in the structure under consideration, allow most common structures to
be dealt with. The vibratory characteristics of thirteen kinds of common structures
were analyzed in details to illustrate their application. The Direct-A approach was
used to study rectangular plates with/without elastic foundation, circular and
annular plates with/without elastic foundation, circular and annular cylinders, and
solid tori have been studied in Cartesian coordinate system, cylinder coordinate
system and toroidal coordinate system respectively. This approach was also
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coupled with the domain decomposition technique to analyze the built-in circular
plates. The Direct-B approach was used to analyze generalized super elliptical
plates. The Mapping approach was used to analyze triangular plates/prisms and
skew plates/prisms. The R-function method was used to analyze rectangular
plates with complex boundary conditions. These approaches obtained results of
high accuracy and robustness, indicating that the Chebyshev-Ritz method can be
usefully applied in a variety of practical applications. ii DOI: 10.5353/th_b2751120
Subjects: Vibration - Mathematical models Strains and stresses Chebyshev
polynomials
Structural Vibration: Exact Solutions for Strings, Membranes, Beams, and Plates offers an
introduction to structural vibration and highlights the importance of the natural frequencies in
design. It focuses on free vibrations for analysis and design of structures and machine and
presents the exact vibration solutions for strings, membranes, beams, a
Based on many years of research and teaching, this book brings together all the important
topics in linear vibration theory, including failure models, kinematics and modeling, unstable
vibrating systems, rotordynamics, model reduction methods, and finite element methods
utilizing truss, beam, membrane and solid elements. It also explores in detail active vibration
control, instability and modal analysis. The book provides the modeling skills and knowledge
required for modern engineering practice, plus the tools needed to identify, formulate and solve
engineering problems effectively.
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This e-book focuses on the vibrational and nonlinear aspects of plate and shell structure
dynamics by applying the finite element model. Specifically, shell finite elements employed in
the computational studies included in this book are the mixed formulation based lower order
flat triangular shell finite elements. Topics in the book are covered over nine chapters,
including the theoretical background for the vibration analysis of plates and shells, vibration
analysis of plate structures, shells with single curvature, shells with double curvatures, and box
structures (single-cell and double-cell) and the theoretical development for the nonlinear
dynamic analysis of plate and shell structures. In addition to presenting the steps in the
derivations of the consistent element stiffness and mass matrices, constitutive relations of
elastic materials and elasto-plastic materials with isotropic strain hardening, yield criterion,
return mapping, configuration and stress updating strategies, and numerical algorithms are
presented and discussed. The book is a suitable reference for advanced undergraduates and
post-graduate level engineering students, research engineers, and scientists working in the
field of applied physics and engineering.
This volume focuses on the origin, transmission, and types of elastic waves in solid media,
covering the physical laws involved in wave analysis and the mathematical methods for
analyzing wave phenomena. 1971 edition.
Engineers are becoming increasingly aware of the problems caused by vibration in engineering
design, particularly in the areas of structural health monitoring and smart structures. Vibration
is a constant problem as it can impair performance and lead to fatigue, damage and the failure
of a structure. Control of vibration is a key factor in preventing such detrimental results. This
book presents a homogenous treatment of vibration by including those factors from control that
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are relevant to modern vibration analysis, design and measurement. Vibration and control are
established on a firm mathematical basis and the disciplines of vibration, control, linear
algebra, matrix computations, and applied functional analysis are connected. Key Features:
Assimilates the discipline of contemporary structural vibration with active control Introduces the
use of Matlab into the solution of vibration and vibration control problems Provides a unique
blend of practical and theoretical developments Contains examples and problems along with a
solutions manual and power point presentations Vibration with Control is an essential text for
practitioners, researchers, and graduate students as it can be used as a reference text for its
complex chapters and topics, or in a tutorial setting for those improving their knowledge of
vibration and learning about control for the first time. Whether or not you are familiar with
vibration and control, this book is an excellent introduction to this emerging and increasingly
important engineering discipline.
Effectively Construct Integral Formulations Suitable for Numerical ImplementationFinite
Element and Boundary Methods in Structural Acoustics and Vibration provides a unique and indepth presentation of the finite element method (FEM) and the boundary element method
(BEM) in structural acoustics and vibrations. It illustrates the principles using a
Development of new sensors and digital processors has provided opportunity for identification
of nonlinear systems. Vibration measurements have become standard for predicting and
monitoring machinery in industry. Parameter Identification and Monitoring of Mechanical
Systems under Nonlinear Vibration focusses on methods for the identification of nonlinearities
in mechanical systems, giving description and examples of practical application. Chapters
cover nonlinear dynamics; nonlinear vibrations; signal processing; parameter identification;
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application of signal processing to mechanical systems; practical experience and industrial
applications; and synchronization of nonlinear systems. Covers the most recent advances in
machinery monitoring Describes the basis for nonlinear dynamics Presents advantages of
applying modern signal processing to mechanical systems

Master the art of vibration monitoring of induction motors with this unique guide to
on-line condition assessment and fault diagnosis, building on the author's fifty
years of investigative expertise. It includes: *Robust techniques for diagnosing of
a wide range of common faults, including shaft misalignment and/or soft foot,
rolling element bearing faults, sleeve bearing faults, magnetic and vibrational
issues, resonance in vertical motor drives, and vibration and acoustic noise from
inverters. *Detailed technical coverage of thirty real-world industrial case studies,
from initial vibration spectrum analysis through to fault diagnosis and final stripdown. *An introduction to real-world vibration spectrum analysis for fault
diagnosis, and practical guidelines to reduce bearing failure through effective
grease management. This definitive book is essential reading for industrial endusers, engineers, and technicians working in motor design, manufacturing, and
condition monitoring. It will also be of interest to researchers and graduate
students working on condition monitoring.
Appeals to the Student and the Seasoned Professional While the analysis of a
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civil-engineering structure typically seeks to quantify static effects (stresses and
strains), there are some aspects that require considerations of vibration and
dynamic behavior. Vibration Analysis and Structural Dynamics for Civil
Engineers: Essentials and Group-Theoretic Formulations is relevant to instances
that involve significant time-varying effects, including impact and sudden
movement. It explains the basic theory to undergraduate and graduate students
taking courses on vibration and dynamics, and also presents an original
approach for the vibration analysis of symmetric systems, for both researchers
and practicing engineers. Divided into two parts, it first covers the fundamentals
of the vibration of engineering systems, and later addresses how symmetry
affects vibration behavior. Part I treats the modeling of discrete single and multidegree-of-freedom systems, as well as mathematical formulations for continuous
systems, both analytical and numerical. It also features some worked examples
and tutorial problems. Part II introduces the mathematical concepts of group
theory and symmetry groups, and applies these to the vibration of a diverse
range of problems in structural mechanics. It reveals the computational benefits
of the group-theoretic approach, and sheds new insights on complex vibration
phenomena. The book consists of 11 chapters with topics that include: The
vibration of discrete systems or lumped parameter models The free and forced
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response of single degree-of-freedom systems The vibration of systems with
multiple degrees of freedom The vibration of continuous systems (strings, rods
and beams) The essentials of finite-element vibration modelling Symmetry
considerations and an outline of group and representation theories Applications
of group theory to the vibration of linear mechanical systems Applications of
group theory to the vibration of structural grids and cable nets Group-theoretic
finite-element and finite-difference formulations Vibration Analysis and Structural
Dynamics for Civil Engineers: Essentials and Group-Theoretic Formulations
acquaints students with the fundamentals of vibration theory, informs
experienced structural practitioners on simple and effective techniques for
vibration modelling, and provides researchers with new directions for the
development of computational vibration procedures.
Thermal Analysis with SOLIDWORKS Simulation 2019 goes beyond the
standard software manual. It concurrently introduces the reader to thermal
analysis and its implementation in SOLIDWORKS Simulation using hands-on
exercises. A number of projects are presented to illustrate thermal analysis and
related topics. Each chapter is designed to build on the skills and understanding
gained from previous exercises. Thermal Analysis with SOLIDWORKS
Simulation 2019 is designed for users who are already familiar with the basics of
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Finite Element Analysis (FEA) using SOLIDWORKS Simulation or who have
completed the book Engineering Analysis with SOLIDWORKS Simulation 2019.
Thermal Analysis with SOLIDWORKS Simulation 2019 builds on these topics in
the area of thermal analysis. Some understanding of FEA and SOLIDWORKS
Simulation is assumed.
Theory of vibrations belongs to principal subjects needed for training mechani cal
engineers in technological universities. Therefore, the basic goal of the mono
graph "Advanced Theory of Vibrations 1" is to help students studying vibration
theory for gaining experience in application of this theory for solving particular
problems. Thus, while choosing the problems and methods to solve them, the
close attention was paid to the applied content of vibration theory. The
monograph is devoted to systems with a single degree of freedom and sys tems
with a finite number of degrees of freedom. In particular, problems are for
mulated associated with determination of frequencies and forms of vibrations,
study of forced vibrations, analysis of both stable and unstable vibrations (includ
ing those caused by periodic but anharmonic forces). The problems of nonlinear
vibrations and of vibration stability, and those related to seeking probabilistic
characteristics for solutions to these problems in the case of random forces are
also considered. Problems related to parametric vibrations and statistical
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dynamics of mechanical systems, as well as to determination of critical
parameters and of dy namic stability are also analyzed. As a rule, problems
presented in the monograph are associated with particular mechanical systems
and can be applied for current studies in vibration theory. Al lowing for interests
of students independently studying theory of vibrations, the majority of problems
are supplied with either detailed solutions or algorithms of the solutions.
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